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a b s t r a c t

Classification is the most used supervized machine learning method. As each of the many existing classifi-

cation algorithms can perform poorly on some data, different attempts have arisen to improve the original

algorithms by combining them. Some of the best know results are produced by ensemble methods, like

bagging or boosting. We developed a new ensemble method called allocation. Allocation method uses the

allocator, an algorithm that separates the data instances based on anomaly detection and allocates them

to one of the micro classifiers, built with the existing classification algorithms on a subset of training

data. The outputs of micro classifiers are then fused together into one final classification. Our goal was to

improve the results of original classifiers with this new allocation method and to compare the classifica-

tion results with existing ensemble methods. The allocation method was tested on 30 benchmark datasets

and was used with six well known basic classification algorithms (J48, NaiveBayes, IBk, SMO, OneR and

NBTree). The obtained results were compared to those of the basic classifiers as well as other ensem-

ble methods (bagging, MultiBoost and AdaBoost). Results show that our allocation method is superior to

basic classifiers and also to tested ensembles in classification accuracy and f-score. The conducted statis-

tical analysis, when all of the used classification algorithms are considered, confirmed that our allocation

method performs significantly better both in classification accuracy and f-score. Although the differences

are not significant for each of the used basic classifier alone, the allocation method achieved the biggest

improvements on all six basic classification algorithms. In this manner, allocation method proved to be

a competitive ensemble method for classification that can be used with various classification algorithms

and can possibly outperform other ensembles on different types of data.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Classification is a technique where an algorithm learns a clas-

sification model on a given dataset of labeled instances of how

to predict the labels (or classes) of new, unseen (not yet labeled)

instances. Many different classification approaches have been

proposed and used for solving real life problems, ranging from sta-

tistical methods to machine learning techniques as linear classifiers

(Naive Bayes classifier and logistic regression), distance estimations

(k-nearest neighbours), support vector machines, rule and decision

tree based methods, and the neural networks, to name a few. The

prediction performance of these basic methods can be improved

significantly with the use of ensembles – a committee of models,

where several models collaborate in classification process with

the goal of more stable and more accurate classification results.

This process is called ensemble learning and has been studied

extensively [5,8,30] and [36] with both empirical [18,30,33] and

theoretical [16,28] evidence that combination of classifiers can
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produce superior results in comparison to basic classifiers alone.

Most used and more popular ensemble methods are following:

boosting methods AdaBoost [11] and its extension MultiBoost [48],

bagging [3], arbitrating [34], stacked generalization [49], delega-

tion [9], averaged decision trees [23] and weighting of individual

classifiers [46]. The nature of such methods is that the final classi-

fier is combined from multiple basic classifiers, where each one of

them is constructed on specific settings or subset of instances and

none of them has a full set of information about the problem.

We propose a novel ensemble method of allocation where

multiple micro classifiers are used and together they form a large

macro classifier. As with previously mentioned ensemble methods,

where numerous classifiers get each of their own set of instances

to be classified, here also each micro classifier gets its set of

instances, but in contrast to other methods – sets of instances are

not chosen at random and sets do not overlap over each other.

In the beginning of proposed allocation technique, the allocation

method splits an original dataset of instances and allocates each

of these sets to one specialized classifier, which is trained to deal

with such instances. As opposed to delegation method where the

classifier alone determines when it is no longer capable of classi-

fication of particular instance and thus delegates them to another
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classifier, our method eliminates this need where classifiers must

be modified so that they can learn when to delegate. Instead, it

introduces the allocator that reviews instances and allocates them

to one of the specialized micro classifiers. Each micro classifier

works independently from the allocator and other micro classifiers

and do not need any modification – any existing classification al-

gorithm can be used. Allocation method is thus a parallel method,

where no sampling is done and can efficiently deal with bi-class

and multi-class instances. The type of classifier plays no role in this

process as will be shown later when we analyze allocation method

on several classification algorithms. The key point in the process is

the splitting of original data in adequate sets. In this paper we pro-

pose the allocation method with two micro classifiers and the al-

locator based on one-class support vector machine method (SVM)

used as anomaly detection method. In general, other methods and

arrangements (more than two micro classifiers) could be used for

allocation, but were not tested and are out of scope of this paper.

Related methods have been reviewed in [15] and [50], rang-

ing from the gating networks where mixed expert method is used

based on the probabilities of density estimations [21] to mixtures

of experts used with the expectation maximization algorithm [24].

In [14] researchers used the subspace projections to construct en-

sembles of classifiers. Similar research was done in [47] where re-

searchers used the partitioning of the features to form different

subspaces, which were used in training of ensembles. In contrast

to our method, these methods use some kind of randomized split-

ting of the initial dataset, whereas our allocation method uses clas-

sification method (in the case of this paper the one-class SVM is

used) for non-random splitting of the instances and therefore en-

abling micro classifiers to work with specific type of data. In [27]

authors use one-class classification, which is also used as the allo-

cator in our approach, but they combine multiple one-class mod-

els to classify the instances. Allocation method uses the one-class

anomaly detection classification only to divide the initial dataset

and continues to use other classification algorithms for inducing

micro classifiers. One-class SVM method, similar to our implemen-

tation of allocation method, is used in anomaly detection system

[45], where the authors used multiple SVM models to remove nor-

mal data and identify the outliers.

A number of improvements in boosting algorithms have been

made, from previously mentioned AdaBoost and MultiBoost to

other boosting methods where some kind of oversampling algo-

rithm is used. RUSBoost [40] and its newer variant EUSBoost [13]

use oversampling in order to optimize performance on skewed

and highly imbalanced datasets. Allocation method does not use

any over- or under-sampling and so does not reshape the data

with artificial data instances to construct the classification model.

Besides sampling, allocation method is not an iterative process,

where classification methods are improved through steps. Micro

classifiers in allocation method work independently of each other

and do not vote for final classification decision; they rather spe-

cialize in one type of instances and full trust is given in their

sole decision. The biggest difference of allocation method with re-

gard to ensemble methods is in the fact, that each new instance is

always classified only by one micro classifier, determined by al-

location model. In this regard, the allocation method might not

be considered as a classical ensemble (where each classifier con-

tributes to decision on each instance), but rather as a specialization

(where each classifier is solely responsible for its own subset of

instances).

The contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose a new allocation method for building a simple en-

semble of two basic classifiers and one allocator. The allocator

is based on one-class SVM for anomaly detection; it splits an

original dataset into two disjoint subsets, of which each one is

used to train one micro classifier using any of the existing clas-

sification algorithms.
• The allocation method proposes an easy-to-use approach,

which does not require any further configuration or parameter

setting from the user and works on any classification dataset.

The allocation method thus ensures a simple and universal, yet

competitive and scalable classification approach which provides

very good classification performance.
• We perform extensive computational tests on a diverse set of

benchmark datasets that demonstrate the strength of the pro-

posed allocation method and show that it outperforms basic

classifiers as well as standard classification ensemble methods.
• We discuss the possibility of extending our allocation method

using different allocation approaches and algorithms, combina-

tions of micro classifiers, and more than two micro classifiers

in the ensemble.

The goal of our research was to test whether our technique of

allocation is a valid method for solving classification problems and

how it performs on different datasets and using different classifica-

tion algorithms. Although partitioning of a dataset is quite a stan-

dard strategy for improving results on almost any specific domain,

we wanted to show how the proposed allocation approach, which

is a universal method independent of a domain, performs in gen-

eral over multiple datasets from several domains and using several

basic classifiers. The experiment was conducted where allocation

method was tested on 30 standard benchmark datasets with the

use of six well known classification algorithms used to build the

micro classifiers. Results are compared to other popular ensemble

techniques.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Second

chapter starts with review of similar methods where we compare

the allocation method with the existing research body of ensemble

methods. Next is the description of one-class SVM for anomaly de-

tection, which is an important part of allocation method. After that

the description and basic formulation of allocation method is pre-

sented. In third chapter we describe the layout of the experiment

and present the results supplemented with the statistical analysis,

and discussion. In the end we conclude with final remarks about

allocation method and results of the experiment, and propose a

development for future research.

2. Proposed improved classification with allocation method

Many researches indicate that removing outlier instances before

the process of classification can significantly improve the classifi-

cation model. The process of outlier removal was done in com-

bination with traditional classification algorithms to achieve bet-

ter classification accuracy [41]. Identifying and removing poten-

tially problematic instances has also been done with PRISM filter-

ing method and produced statistically significant improvements in

classification metrics [43]. In another research authors used only

particular data in classification process to improve classification of

music genres [29]. In [44] authors used instance based learning al-

gorithms and proved that datasets reduced of noise can lead to

better classification models [44]. Recent survey additionally con-

firms that classification metrics suffer with the presence of noise

in the dataset and so data instances should be chosen to produce

the best performing models [10]. Another review overviews the in-

stance selection methods and their contribution to the classifica-

tion metrics improvements [32]. The improvements that these out-

liers removal methods made makes a case for their usage in the

classification process.

Few researches take this approach to another level, with the

theory that too large datasets do not perform well in construc-

tion of classification models, mainly for the same reasons as
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